Learning and Pedagogical Research

1. Peer reviewed journal articles


2. Articles in professional / trade journals

3. Pedagogical (teaching or learning focus) monographs

4. Textbooks

5. Chapters in textbooks

6. Peer reviewed proceedings from pedagogical (teaching or learning focus) meetings

7. Peer reviewed paper presentations at pedagogical (teaching or learning focus) meetings

8. Pedagogical (teaching or learning focus) papers presented at faculty workshops

9. Published cases with instructional materials

10. Instructional software

11. Publicly available material describing the design and implementation of new curricula or courses

12. Other (please specify)

Contributions to Practice

1. Peer reviewed journal articles

2. Articles in professional / trade journals

3. Applied (practice) monographs

4. Professional (practice) books

5. Chapters in professional (trade) books

6. Peer reviewed proceedings from professional meetings

7. Peer reviewed paper presentations at professional meetings

8. Papers presented at faculty workshops

   Chudoba, K., Partners in Business - Information Technology, Jon M Huntsman School of 
   Business, Utah State U, Logan, UT, "Does distance matter? Exploring the virtual work
environment", Workshop/Seminar, Regional, Primarily Professional, Invited, No. (February 27, 2008 - February 28, 2008).


9. Technical reports related to funded projects

10. Other (please specify)

**Discipline-Based Scholarship**

1. Peer reviewed journal articles


2. Articles in professional / trade journals

3. Research monographs

4. Scholarly books

5. Chapters in scholarly books


6. Peer reviewed proceedings from scholarly meetings

Ribeiro, P. C. C., Scavarda, A., Chudoba, K., Bailey, D., Batalha, M. O. *ICT evaluation method and supply chain: Case studies in American cattle chain*. 8th International Meeting on Logistics Research.


Kim, Y. S., Chudoba, K. *A case study of Scrum agile software development through three analytic lenses* (vol. CD-ROM (Abstract only)). Academy of Management: Proc. of 2008 Academy of Management Conference.

7. Peer reviewed paper presentations at academic meetings


Chudoba, K. (Presenter & Author), Maznevski, M. (Author Only), International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS), International Conference on Information Systems (ICIS), Cleveland, OH, "Virtual Transnational Teams and Their Use of


8. Publicly available research working papers

9. Papers presented at faculty research seminars


Chudoba, K. (Presenter & Author), MIS Research Colloquium, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, “Do you read me? Perspective making and perspective taking in call center chat communications”, Workshop/Seminar, Local, Primarily Academic, published elsewhere, Invited, Yes. (May 18, 2005).


10. Other (please specify)